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Greenland 1948-1985: From
Reorganization to Home Rule
and Beyond
INTRODUCTION
This article is not, strictly speaking, Danish American in
content. However, Greenland has long been a concern of the
United States. Secretary of State Seward who purchased
Alaska from the Russians in 1867 gave some serious thought
to the acquisition of Greenland also. Since the early days of
World War 11, United States troops have been stationed in
Greenland as part of our strategic defense system. The
Danish American Heritage Society has always taken a broad
view of what is Danish American, and we believe this article
fits into that broad view.
by BENT THYGESEN
I am an anthropologist and I have selected information
which supports the anthropological view of the situation in
Greenland. You would get a different impression of what is
happening in Greenland, and what has been happening there
since the beginning of the Danish colonization, if this had
been written by a political scientist, or an economist, or an
historian, or a Danish politician.
My principal sources of information are:
1. Atuagagdliutit/Gr~nlandsposten,
a weekly newspaper
published in Godthab, Greenland in both Danish and
Greenlandic, a variant of the Eskimo language which is
spoken, with some local and regional differences, from
Greenland across Canada and Alaska into eastern
Siberia.
2. The monthly journal, Gr~nland, which is published by
Det gr0nlandske Selskab (The Greenland Society) in
Charlottenlund, Denmark.
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3. My own Master's Thesis from 1964, entitled Economic
and Educational Changes in the Culture of West Greenland Since 1721.
4. My own experiences in Greenland while I was the foreman of the newly established government ship repair
yard at Frederikshab in 1953-54.
Greenland Today
Greenland is the largest island in the world. Its total
area is 840,000 square miles, about the size of Mexico.
714,000 square miles is covered by the ice cap or inland ice
(indlandsisen in Danish). The remaining 126,000 square
miles along the coast are the only area that is suitable for
human habitation. This area is somewhat larger than the
state of Oregon which _has 96,000 square miles, and seven
times as large as Denmark which has 17,000 square miles of
territory.
In spite of its relatively small size, Denmark has 5
million inhabitants whereas the much larger habitable
territory in Greenland has only 50,000. Of those 7,000 are
Danes and 43,000 are the people whom the Danes call
Gr0nla?ndere (Greenlanders). The difference in population
size is due in part to differences in geographical location,
climate, and natural resources between the two countries,
and to the fact that Denmark has had a much longer period
of industrial development capable of supporting a large
population than Greenland has. Greenland has only become
part of the industrialized world after World War II.
Greenland has few natural resources. There are some
lead deposits at Mestersvig in East Greenland. They were
mined during the 1950s, but the mine was closed in the early
1960s. It was difficult both to mine the lead and ship it out.
The pack ice prevents ships from coming up the coast for
more than 10-12 weeks a year.
There are also some coal deposits in West Greenland.
The coal is mined only for domestic use because the quality
of the coal is too poor for export, and some Greenland
residents prefer oil-fed furnaces to coal-fed stoves for heating
their houses, even if oil has to be imported.
The mining of cryolite at lvigtut in southwestern Green- 64-

land has been an important part of the Greenland economy
for many years, certainly since the beginning of the present
century. Cryolite is important
in the production
of
aluminum, but it is estimated that the deposits will have been
exhausted by the year 2000.
Some domesticated reindeer are kept on Disko Island in
West Greenland and there are some sheepherders in southwestern Greenland, but reindeer and sheep, while providing
a stable and secure livelihood for a few hundred people, are
relatively insignificant in the Greenland economy. Nor do
the few hunters that remain in northwestern Greenland, and
in East Greenland contribute much to the modern economy.
The modern economy of Greenland is based almost
exclusively on the presence of fish of several species in the
Greenland waters. Of these, the cod fish are the most
plentiful and the most dependable. Therefore, they are the
main focus of the fishing activities of the commercial
fishermen of Greenland, as well as fishermen from other
countries. But the occurrence of fish from season to season is
somewhat unpredictable
because it is conditioned by
fluctuations in the temperature of the sea water.
To understand the present emphasis on commercial
fishing, we must review briefly the history of Greenland, and
the social and material aspects of the traditional Eskimo
culture. I use the term "Eskimo" for the people and culture of
Greenland prior to the Danish colonization and "Greenlander" or "Greenlandic" for the later indigenous people of
Greenland and their culture. This distinction is consistent
with conventional usage in Danish sources about Greenland.
A further distinction is made between "Greenlander" and
"Dane" with respect to Greenland. A Greenlander is a person
who is born in Greenland and for whom the Greenlandic
variant of the Eskimo language is the native tongue. A Dane,
on the other hand, is a person for whom Danish is the native
tongue, whether that person is born in Denmark or in
Greenland. Birthplace and language are more important
than physical characteristics
in distinguishing between
Greenlanders and Danes for many Greenlanders look as
European as do the Danes. The similarity in appearance
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between the Danes and some Greenlanders is due to
exchange of genes between the two population groups since
the beginning of the colonization.
Greenland of the Past
A thousand years ago, Eskimos of the Thule culture
entered northwestern Greenland from Ellesmere Island in
Canada. They lived in communal houses in settlements of up
to 200 people sustained by whale hunting. They lived simply
and survived by sharing in the hunt and in the spoils of the
hunt.
On arrival in Greenland, the Thule people had two
kinds of boat: the one-man kayak and the larger, open
skinboat called umiaq, which was used for whaling. The
Thule people in Greenland seem to have concentrated so
much on whaling and the use of umiaq that the kayak went
completely out of use. Their descendants in northwest
Greenland lost all memory of the kayak and only reacquired it when it was introduced in 1863 by Eskimos from
Baffin Island who settled among them. While those
descendants, called the Polar Eskimo on account of their far
northern location, have continued to hunt whales on a
limited scale, they now also hunt seals and walrus. In the
pursuit of those smaller sea mammals, the hunt has become
somewhat individualized, but the traditional pattern of
sharing food has survived.
Some of the Thule people began to migrate south along
the west coast of Greenland not long after the first arrival. In
the process they found themselves in territory with more
open water and less ice, with fewer whales and more seals. In
response to the new environmental factors, they developed a
seal-hunting culture with small dispersed settlements, onefamily houses, and individualized hunting from kayak. On
each little settlement, sharing of resources continued. It was
that culture, the Inugssuk culture, that the earliest
missionaries to Greenland encountered on their arrival in the
18th century. At that time, whaling was still practiced in one
location, Frederikshab or Paamiut, on the west coast.
The principle of sharing has persisted into modern times
among the Greenlanders. In 1953-54, I worked with two
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Greenland boat builders at the shipyard at Frederikshab. I
had my tools and they had theirs. It disturbed me at first if I
couldn't find my tools when I needed them. But as soon as I
understood that it was customary for them to use any
available tool without asking, whether they owned it or not,
I began using their tools without asking, and that was
precisely what they expected me to do. Before I left
Greenland I went around to gather up my tools and I
succeeded in recovering all of them except one handsaw, but
I have no proof that one of the Greenlanders had it. It could
have been taken by one of the workers from Denmark. On
one occasion I had caught one of them trying to take off with
my carbonundum grindstone.
About the same time that the Thule people entered
northwest Greenland, Erik Thorvaldsson, called Erik the
Red, was exploring southwest Greenland. Erik was an
Icelander though born in Norway. In 982 he was exiled from
Iceland for three years because of manslaughter. He spent
those three years in Greenland. Upon his return to Iceland at
the end of the period of his exile, he pursuaded some 300
other Icelanders to accompany him back to Greenland where
he had chosen to settle. We are told that it was Erik who
named the new land Greenland, and where he had been the
country was green.
The Icelanders in Greenland maintained themselves for
about 400 years by raising sheep as they had done in Iceland.
Between the beginning of the 15th century and 1721 there
were only sporadic contacts between Greenland and Europe,
and there is no trace of the Icelanders after about 1480. The
reasons for their extinction remains obscure, but evidence
from graves suggests that the last of the Icelanders were
malnourished. Because of a prolonged period of cold
climate, they might not have been able to continue raising
sheep. Eskimo legends also suggest that warfare between the
Eskimo and the Icelanders contributed to the Icelanders '
extinction.
Before the period of isolation from Europe, the
Icelanders in Greenland had become Christians. For awhile,
they even had their own bishop. Early in the 18th century,
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Hans Egede, a Norwegian clergyman, began to express his
concern about their state of religion. If they had survived,
had they maintained their Christian faith or had they
reverted to their pre-Christian religion? In either case, it was
imperative that they be converted to the Lutheran faith
which had been adopted in all the Scandinavian countries as
a result of the Reformation which had taken place in Europe
during the period of isolation.
In the 18th century, Norway and Denmark were still
united under the Danish crown. Hans Egede obtained the
favor of the Danish King Frederik IV, who made it possible
for Egede to have three ships outfitted for his voyage to
Greenland. The ship that Egede and his family were on, and
one of the other two ships arrived on July 3, 1721 near the
place where the town of Godthab was later built. The third
ship suffered severe damage in a storm at Cape Farewell and
returned to Bergen, Norway.
Hans Egede made several trips by boat into the
territories where the Icelanders had lived. He found no trace
of them.
Having failed to locate the Icelanders, Egede began his
trading and missionary activities among the Eskimo he had
encountered on arrival. Conversion was slow, for the
colonial policy required the missionaries to be traders as
well. They had instructions from the king and from the
trading company in Bergen, which had put up most of the
money for the expedition, to do what they could to make the
venture pay for itself by acquiring Eskimo products for sale
in Europe. For that reason, and to make it possible for the
Eskimo to remain self-sufficient, the missionaries advocated
and supported the continuation of the pattern of small
dispersed communities that would permit the Eskimo to
maintain their seal-hunting way of life and provide the
missionary-traders with items such as blubber for European
oil lamps and baleen (the horny filter in the mouth of some
whales) for the hoop skirts of European ladies.
The pattern of dispersed settlements meant that the
missionaries themselves had to travel to where the Eskimo
lived to trade and to preach Christianity. They gradually
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trained some converts to be cathecists who could give others
instructions in the cathecism and thus prepare them for
baptism by the missionaries. But the last Greenlander to be
converted was not baptized until 1925, more than 200 years
after the beginning of the Danish colonization, which began
with Egede's arrival in 1721.
In 1733, another group of missionaries entered Greenland. They were the Moravians, also called the Hermhuts,
from Moravia, a former Austrian province, now a part of
Czechoslavakia. They were supported generously by their
congregation in Moravia. With the supplies they received
from Europe, they were able to implement their policy of
population concentration and support their converts at their
mission posts. They encouraged the Eskimo to move to the
posts for religious instruction rather than going out to the
Eskimo settlements as the Scandinavian missionaries did.
This approach had two effects: the Eskimo became
dependent on the mission, and conversion was accomplished
much faster in the Moravian than in the Scandinavian
districts. The Moravian conversion efforts were so successful
that all Eskimos in the Moravian districts had been
converted by 1900. That year, the Moravian missionaries
left their posts and returned to Europe, leaving their converts
without a subsistence basis. The converts no longer knew
how to hunt for a living because they had become dependent
on the mission.
The Scandinavian
missionaries urged the Danish
government to take positive steps to aid the Moravian
converts, and sheep were introduced in 1906. That the sheeprearing experiment has been successful is due in so small
measure to the fact that the Moravian posts happened to
have been situated in the very areas where the Icelanders had
demonstrated that sheep herding was possible.
After an initial, relatively brief period of private enterprise during the early phases of the Danish colonization,
Greenland became a closed country to which only
missionaries, colonial administrators, people in the service
of the Royal Greenland Trade Company, and scientists had
access. The step to close the country was taken by the
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government to facilitate trade with the Greenlanders without
competition from private companies to pave the way for the
Greenlanders' entry into a new kind of society. The
government had planned a slow transition from subsistence
living based on hunting, fishing, gathering, and sharing to a
European way of life based on production and profit.
Commercial fishing was part of that plan and was advocated
as early as 1910.
Effects of World War II
World War II disrupted the government's plan. Final
preparations for the transition had to be made before they
were anticipated. When Denmark was occupied by German
troops on April 9, 1940, all direct contact between Denmark
and Greenland broke down. Greenland was at that time
divided into two administrative units: North Greenland,
administered from Godhavn,
and South Greenland,
administered from Godthab. Each division had a governor
who was appointed by the Danish government.
The Greenlanders were still predominantly seal hunters,
but they were no longer self-sufficient. They functioned
within the Danish money economy and bought European
goods in the stores of the Royal Greenland Trade Company.
They wore European clothes, shoes, boots, caps, and
mittens; they used enamel pots, cast-iron skillets, and
modern metal tools; and they could buy tobacco and a
variety of canned goods in the stores.
When communication with Denmark was severed
because of the occupation, the two governors in Greenland
met and agreed that one of them assume jurisdiction over
all of Greenland while the other go to Washington, D. C. to
try to work out an agreement with the American government for supplies from the United States. Eske Brun stayed in
Greenland, and Aksel Svane moved to the United States for
the duration of the war. With the assistance of the Danish
envoy to the United States, Henrik Kaufmann, an agreement
was reached. As the shipments began to arrive, the
Greenlanders became accustomed to products and labels that
were different from those they were used to. Through their
exposure to the new shipments and to the Canadian and
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American military bases that were later built in Greenland
by agreement with Henrik Kaufmann, many Greenlanders
for the first time became aware of a world beyond Greenland
and Denmark.
Towards Reorganization
Because of their exposure to the wider world around
them, the Greenlanders after the war were unwilling to return
to the conditions inherent in the policy of the closed country,
and the Danish government realized that a return to the prewar conditions was impossible. Instead, a decision was made
to improve and reorganize the Greenland economy to bring
the living standard of the Greenlanders up to the level of
Denmark and other West European countries in the shortest
possible time.
In 1948, the United Nations passed its Declaration on
Human Rights which said in part that colonial subjects
should be given the opportunity to decide for themselves
whether to remain colonial subjects or become independent.
The Danish government gave the Greenlanders two choices
for determining the future of Greenland: Greenland could
remain a colony or it could be incorporated into Denmark as
an integral part of the kingdom with a status equal to that of
other parts. Independence was not mentioned. The government's decision to leave independence out of consideration
seems, in retrospect, to have been a wise one. The
Greenlanders voted for incorporation in 1953. They had no
·wish to remain colonial subjects and they seem to have
understood that they were not ready for independence. Nor
do they ever seem to have wanted independence. The Danish
government,
however,
misinterpreted
the vote for
incorporation to mean that the Greenlanders wanted to be
like the Danes. Nothing was further from their minds. What
they wanted was a special status comparable to that of the
Faeroe Islands within the Danish kingdom. In other words,
they wanted self-government, or home rule. They seemed to
have realized very early in the process of economic
reorganization that only in that way could they retain their
cultural, ethnic, and linguistic identity.
To raise the living standard of the Greenlanders, it was
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necessary to expand the economy and concentrate on the
utilization of those natural resources which could support
the new economy. That meant the modernization
of
commercial fishing.
As a first step in developing a viable fishing industry,
the then Danish prime minister, Hans Hedtoft, appointed in
1948 the so-called Greenland Commission, a group of some
SO individuals representing the government, the Danish
fishing industry and various sciences relevant to the
utilization of the fish species available in the Greenland
waters. The members of the commission spent two months
in Greenland during the summer of 1948, acquainting themselves with the geography and economic potential of the
west coast. Their findings and recommendations
are
contained in the large report published in 1950 and called
Gronlandsbetcenkkingen. I call the report The Greenland
Resolution in English, for it is more than a set of considerations. It is a blueprint for economic and social development
in Greenland.
As we have seen, the maintenance of the former selfsustaining hunting tradition required a dispersed population,
but commercial fishing needs at least some degree of population concentration where the fishing boats are moored and
the fish processed. The commission recommended development of settlements in locations adjacent to the fishing
grounds and with rooms to absorb people from other settlements which were to be depopulated.
Danish demographers define a city as a population
center with at least 2,500 people. By that criterion there was
only one city in Greenland in 1948, namely Godthab, with a
population of about 4,000. Godthab was one of the settlements chosen for development and it has now over 10,000
inhabitants. Another was Frederikshab which had 400
people when I was there in 1953-1954. Today, it has over
5,000. Smaller settlements, that we can call towns, include
Holsteinsborg, Sukkertoppen, and other west coast sites
which have become foci of the fishing industry. A third
category of settlements is the village.
The initial reorganization plan called for the evacuation
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of the villages and a concentration of the people from the
villages at the towns and cities. That plan has been strongly
opposed by the Greenlanders who consider many villages
viable as a basis for a mixed economy of hunting and smallscale commercial inshore fishing. The government has also
recently come to the conclusion that the Greenlanders have
been right all along, and some villages are now being
equipped with small fish processing plants.
Reorganization
The transition from a subsistence economy based on
sharing to a profit economy based on competition has not
been a smooth one for the Greenlanders. The reasons for
their difficulties are cultural, environmental, and political.
Modem commercial fishing is done by men. In the
traditional culture, men in their prime were the hunters.
Fishing was done by women and by men too old to hunt.
The reorganization plan sought to turn hunters into fishermen. It has only worked in those areas where the men were
already somewhat familiar with commercial fishing . It has
only been partly successful among the hunters of the
northern part of West Greenland. Some of them responded
to the technique of persuasion by moving to the core areas ,
but they soon left to return to their villages where they have
continued to live by hunting. Some families in outlying
villages in th~ south moved because they thought they had to
move. During the colonial period, they had become
conditioned to accepting a suggestion from an administrator
as an order . That misunderstanding was eventually cleared
up. No one was forced to move, but the implementation of
the policy of population concentration made it difficult for
people to stay in the villages that were judged non-viable.
They were given no assistance for maintaining life there ,
whereas they were given cash rewards for moving and loans
on favorable terms to acquire housing in their new locations.
In the new locations they were sometimes resented by the
people who lived there who did not qualify for housing
assistance, and who saw the newcomers as a threat to their
j_obs. The newcomers sometimes found that they could not
adjust to the conditions in the towns, but when they
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expressed a wish to return to their villages, they were told
that travel assistance was given only for a move to, not away
from, the towns, and they ended up staying in the towns.
They, as well as those who could not adjust to fishing and
could find no other permanent job because they had no
training, often became day laborers and welfare recipients
whereas, in their own villages, they had been independent.
The reorganization plan was based primarily on the
knowledge of the presence of large numbers of codfish in the
waters of southern Greenland in the 1940s and 1950s. Little
thought seems to have been given to the records of how the
fish got there. How did they get there? Their presence was
due to a warming trend in the North Atlantic and in the
Greenland waters. This trend started in the 1920s. The seals
along the southern west coast responded by moving further
north and the cod from the North Atlantic moved in to take
their place. The change in the habitat of the seals and the cod
gave the Greenlanders of the south two choices. They could
move north with the seals and continue to hunt or they could
stay. Most of them stayed. By the time the Danish
government began to implement the reorganization plan,
many of them were already partly dependent on small-scale
inshore fishing from small boats. One of my acquaintances
from Frederikshab, Anthon Petersen, got his start in fishing
that way, but he had graduated to a 20-ton fishing boat by
the time I knew him. His son Peter, whom I also knew,
became the first Greenlander to own a SO-ton fishing vessel
which he acquired in the mid-1960s. Anthon, who died in
April of this year at the age of 76, was also a politician. He
was a member of the town council at Frederikshab when I
knew him, and a member of the provincial council during
the period 1963-1967. Peter has continued the family
tradition of ocean fishing.
It was not altogether by choice, but rather from
necessity, that other small-scale fishermen became big-scale
operators. The possibility that the warming trend might be
reversed does not seem to have been considered in the
formulation of the plan. When the government in the late
1950s became aware of the fact that the waters were indeed
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beginning to cool and that the cod were beginning to leave
Greenland,
another
large-scale
investigation
of the
environmental conditions was carried out. The findings of
that investigation are published in a report call G-60 (the
Greenland resolution of 1960). It does not deviate in
substance from the report of 1950, but it emphasizes the
desirability of concentrating on bank fishing rather than
inshore fishing and it recommends the acquisition of larger
vessels for fishing on the banks.
Since the Greenland fishermen started fishing on the
banks, they have had to compete with foreign trawlers. The
Greenland fishermen do not use trawls as extensively as the
foreign fishermen, but longlines. Some foreign fishermen,
notably West German trawlers, pay little attention to the
lines, and it happens that the lines are cut and the catch lost
when a trawler goes through them. Through the Danish
fiskeriministerium (ministry for fishing), the Greenland
fishermen have repeatedly protested the conduct of West
German fishermen to the West German government, but
rarely do they get any satisfaction or compensation from the
loss of their catch and gear.
While there are fluctations in the temperature of the
water from year to year, the cooling effect, though very
gradual, has continued till the present day. The water on the
banks is colder today than it was 30 years ago. The colder
waters, coupled with overfishing because more fishermen are
competing for fewer fish, have resulted in a declining cod
population. To maintain their livelihood, some Greenland fishermen have diversified their fishing activites to
include salmon fishing as a supplement to the cod fishery.
But the salmon fishery has led to conflicts of an international
nature. Salmon are anadromous. That means that they are
spawned naturally in rivers or artificially in river hatcheries,
that they descend to the ocean when small, and that they
return to the rivers several years later as adults to spawn a
new generation. Some of the salmon caught in Greenland
waters are tagged. The tags show that few of them were
spawned in Greenland rivers. They appear in the Greenland
waters because one of their feeding grounds is in the Davis
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Strait west of Greenland, but most of them were spawned in
rivers in Canada and Scotland. Some also come from rivers
in England and the United States, and a few from rivers in
Denmark and Sweden. Those circumstances have led
Canada in particular, but also Britain and the United States,
to launch a protest against catching their salmon in
Greenland waters. The protest led to an international
agreement in 1972 according to which the Greenland fishermen are only allowed a small quota of the salmon found in
the Greenland waters.
Denmark's membership in the European Economic
Community (EEC or the Common Market) has also caused
problems for the Greenland fishermen, with repercussions
for the Greenland economy in general.
The Common Market and Home Rule
Greenland became an integral part of Denmark in 1953.
Although Denmark, because of the exceptional position of
Greenland with respect to reorganization, gave the Greenlanders preferential treatment and special concessions to lead
them into the industrial age, Greenland had no special status
within the kingdom comparable to that of the Faeroe Islands,
which have had home rule, their own flag, and their own
unit of currency (1 Faeroese krona equal to 1 Danish krone)
since 1947. When Denmark officially became a member of
the Common Market on January 1, 1973, Greenland, therefore, also at that time joined the Common Market even
though the Greenlanders, in the election held on October 2,
1972 in both Denmark and Greenland to determine membership status, had overwhelmingly opposed membership for
Greenland. In Greenland, 13,656 out of 24,373 eligible
voters voted . 4,062 votes were cast for membership and
9,594 against.
The Greenlanders' interest in home rule was revived
following the admission to the Common Market as more and
more of them began to see membership as a threat to their
economic security because fishermen from other Common
Market countries legally began to fish in the zone previously
reserved for the Greenland fishermen. They knew that attainment of home rule was the only means by which they could
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hope to regulate the use of their own territorial waters. The
drive for home rule, which began with the appointment by
the Provincial Council of an all-Greenlandic home rule
committee in 1972, gradually gained the support of many
Greenlanders and the recognition of the Danish parliament.
In 1974, a joint Danish-Greenlandic home rule commission
was established for the purpose of formulating criteria for
the introduction and subsequent functioning of home rule.
The Danish parliament on November 29, 1978, passed a law
to allow an election in Greenland to settle the question of
home rule. The outcome of the election held on January 17,
1979, established home rule effective from May 1, 1979. In
West Greenland, 12,709 ballots were cast in favor of home
rule, 4,687 in opposition to it; 508 ballots were blank, and
235 were invalidated. I have been unable to discover the
election results from East Greenland, but the votes there
were apparently too few to have had any significant impact
on the results in West Greenland.
On February 23, 1982, the Greenlanders voted for the
second time on membership in the Common Market, this
time not in whether they should join or not, but on whether
they should leave or not. In 1972, they had voted not to join;
in 1982 they voted to leave. 12,615 voters were in favor of
leaving, 11,180 were in favor of remaining in the Common
Market. As of January 1, 1985 Greenland will no longer
belong to the Common Market.
Since 1977, the Greenlanders have identified themselves
very closely with other arctic peoples in Canada, Alaska, the
Soviet Union, and Finland, Sweden, and Norway through
the ICC, Inuit Circumpolar Conference. They should be able
to build further on those contacts to retain their cultural,
ethnic, and linguistic identity while developing economic ties
elsewhere. They cannot base their future entirely on the few
natural resources they have, but they have an alternative
which does not seem to have been explored. With an initial
assistance of Denmark they could perhaps build up a fleet of
merchant ships in which to haul cargo for other nations, as
Norway has done. To do that, however, they must have
their own flag.
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